
Tom Averill on Short Fiction 

On February 26, 2016, Averill’s workshop defined the short story and its elements, 

and discussed how person, place, problem, point of view, plot, and process create 

meaningful reading experiences.  

 

Thomas Fox Averill is Writer-in-residence and Professor of English at Washburn 

University. An O. Henry Award winner, he is the author of nine books: three short 

story collection, two collections of nonfiction, and four novels. His 2011 novel, rode, 

won Outstanding Western Novel of 2011 as part of the Western Heritage Awards. 

His latest, A Carol Dickens Christmas, was chosen as a Kansas Notable book and 

won the Byron Caldwell Smith Award from the KU Hall Center for the Humanities. 

 

Tom’s definition of a short story:  

 It’s a short piece of fiction—250-4000 words; anywhere from 1-15 pages, 12 

point font and double-spaced 

 In which one or more characters—we know what characters are, because 

that’s who we are in our lives—we play one or more roles—wife, mother, 

child, teacher 

o We also know about the kinds of characters who populate stories—

jealous brats, mentors, heroes, sidekicks, romantic leads; think in 

terms of a big range of stories that you enjoy, such as LOTR, Star Wars 

o Characters have character; that is, characteristics (generous, kind, 

loving, studious, modest 

o Characters are there to have their character tested—whether it’s Peter 

Rabbit or Frodo Baggins 

 Gets from here to there—stories need action, movement, scenes; journey from 

here to there is a part of every piece of writing that we do 

 The journey can be physical or mental; growth 

Writing is not about what you can do; it’s about what you can do for 

someone else 

Getting started 

Start with the P’s: a person, a place, and a problem. Then a parameter—give it a 

limit, frame it. That helps you as a writer to decide how you should pace the action. 

Example: Let’s say that two girls are walking to school across the railroad tracks 

and schools are segregated, still, because Brown v Board never happened 

Place—it’s Topeka.  



Person: Now think about a person who could be there.  

 You might do some interesting historical research. A good place to start 

might be with the recent issue of Topeka Magazine, which featured 

interesting events and prominent Topekans 

 Trouble is the backbone of literature, according to Eudora Welty. Give your 

characters something to deal with—be a trouble maker! 

 We’re looking for what makes someone move. Problems, goals, desires, a 

sense of justice. Any motivator. 

Point of View—who is going to tell this story? 

 First—I/We—the survivor’s POV, we know they’ll stick with us; intimacy, you 

can take on that character and help your readers to do the same 

 You—second person/how-to; it’s not going to happen unless you do it 

 Third-limited—you can get away with having a different voice or personality 

than the main character; maybe more descriptive or lyrical; you are limited to 

the time and place that the character inhabits 

 Third omniscient—best approach when you have multiple characters or if 

you’re dealing with a long timespan; this is the voice of the narrator who 

knows everything that’s going on; “meanwhile back at the ranch” 

Plot 

Three kinds of plot, to keep it quick and dirty 

 Known plots—we know the structure; it’s a test story, a coming of age, do the 

don’t (Adam and Eve, Peter Rabbit, for example) 

o If you’re working with history you have known elements to work with, 

a framework; you know the place, time, and what actually happened 

o Recognizing the type of story that you have on your hands right away 

gives you the ability to be original by changing it up 

 Known beginning—you have a character or situation and you don’t know 

what’s going to happen; you just start writing (profluent plot) 

 Known ending—you’re going to work toward a certain end, and have to 

determine how that will happen  

o for example, you know that Topeka will be destroyed—how? 

Fracking/tornado/plague? Who survives, and what does she have to do 

with it? 

o A newspaper story is the end of the story—or that could be the 

beginning of another story 

 Another known is stealing—find a poem that inspires you and write about it; 

turn a poem into a short story 



 You can combine all three elements into one story—you have a known 

beginning and you know where it’s going, and it’s set to a known plot 

 Set it in something that gives you those parameters—is it a monopoly game 

or baseball, a Christmas party? How does that pace the story? 

Form 

You can get creative with the form that your story takes to grow. It could be a series 

of documents, such as letters, commentaries, a long speech, medical documents, 

police reports, medical reports with Topeka as patient, emails 

 

Above all, get the first word down on the page and keep going.  

Write every day! 


